
 

 

 

Pixel Raiders #2:  

Dragon Land 
Bajo & Hex 
 
Sales Points: 
 Can’t get the kids off the computer? Try Pixel Raiders! 

 Another exciting adventure in the NEW action gaming series 

from the publishers of international best-selling series 

Conspiracy 365! 

 Written by popular game reviewers Bajo and Hex, as seen on 

Good Game, ABC TV! 

 Rip and Mei now find themselves in an epic fantasy role-

playing game. They’ll need to use all their gaming skills to 

find a way to stay alive and escape Level 2! 

 Highly illustrated with a fun storyline in a game world setting, 

this innovative package bridges the visual and storyline 

concepts from game play to book format.  

 Medallions on the spine identify each book’s unique world. 

Collect them all! 

 Themes: fantasy, dragons, magic, adventure, problem 

solving, battle of good VS evil, humour, action, video games. 

  

 

Welcome to LEVEL 2: Dragon Land 

A game of quests, magic and epic dragon battles . . . 

 

Rip and Mei escaped Level 1, but they’re still trapped inside the 

virtual-reality game and it’s only getting harder to stay alive! 

 

Now known as the Dragon Riders, Rip and Mei are stuck in a 

land with bandit bullies, spying firebugs and warring dragon 

clans—while being followed everywhere by a grumpy dragon 

who owes them a life debt! Can they survive an epic battle and 

complete their quest for the Etherstone? 

 

Bajo & Hex are Australian television presenters and actors—

currently writing and presenting Good Game and Good Game: 

Spawn Point, the ABC TV game review shows for gamers, by 

gamers. 

 

Chris Kennett is an illustrator who has most recently worked on 

various STAR WARS Little Golden Books and the TV show The Day 

My Butt Went Psycho. But his coolest job to date has been Bajo 

and Hex’s PIXEL RAIDERS. 
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ALSO AVAILABLE: 

Pixel Raiders #1: Dig World (May 2016)  

 

COMING SOON: 

Pixel Raiders #3: Speed Zone (April 2017) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA 

Check out the PIXEL RAIDERS trailer: 

scholastic.com.au/pixelraiders  
 


